Colonial Kinship
Guarani, Spaniards, and Africans in Paraguay
SHAWN MICHAEL AUSTIN
$85.00 Hardcover 978-0-8263-6196-7
“Austin accomplishes an innovative, ethnographic-based reevaluation of Spanish colonialism in the province of Paraguay during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.”
—MICHAEL HUNER, associate professor of history, Grand Valley State University

The Conquest of the Desert
Argentina’s Indigenous Peoples and the Battle for History
EDITED BY CAROLYNE R. LARSON
$29.95 Paperback 978-0-8263-6207-0
“This book gives voice to the often forgotten or silenced Argentines of Indigenous descent.”
—CARLOS RIOBÓ, author of Caught between the Lines: Captives, Frontiers, and National Identity in Argentine Literature and Art

An Imperative to Cure
Principles and Practice of Q’eqchi’ Maya Medicine in Belize
JAMES B. WALDRAM
$85.00 Hardcover 978-0-8263-6173-8
James B. Waldram’s study explores how our understanding of Indigenous therapeutics changes if we view them as forms of “medicine” instead of “healing.”

The Journal of James A. Brush
The Expedition and Military Operations of General Don Francisco Xavier Mina in Mexico, 1816–1817
EDITED BY KAREN RACINE AND GRAHAM LLOYD
$85.00 Hardcover 978-0-8263-6213-1
“This is a uniquely important primary source, with particular relevance for scholars interested in the transnational context of revolution in the Atlantic World.”
—BARRY M. ROBINSON, author of The Mark of Rebels: Indios Fronterizos and Mexican Independence

Ladina Social Activism in Guatemala City, 1871–1954
PATRICIA HARMES
$75.00 Hardcover 978-0-8263-6145-5
In this groundbreaking new study on ladinas in Guatemala City, Patricia Harms contests the virtual erasure of women from the country’s national memory and its historical consciousness.

Prizefighting and Civilization
A Cultural History of Boxing, Race, and Masculinity in Mexico and Cuba, 1840–1940
DAVID C. LAFEVOR
$75.00 Hardcover 978-0-8263-6158-5
“LaFevor analyzes the history of prizefighting in Cuba and Mexico from 1840 to 1940 in this well-researched study”
—D. NEWCOMER, Choice
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